MINUTES OF THE 61st MEETING OF AYNHO HISTORY SOCIETY HELD AT AYNHO VILLAGE
HALL ON WEDNESDAY 25th SEPTEMBER 2013

Present: - Rupert Clark - Chairman & Treasurer
Peter Cole - Secretary.

1.

Chairman and Treasurer's Report

Rupert Clark

Many thanks to Peter for arranging and James Perkins for hosting the exhibition of the Cartwright
Archive at Aynhoe Park. It was particularly pleasing that staff from Ifold Manor were able to see both
the Exhibition and the house.
The AGM is brought forward to October, as in November we will be having a gala night, please see
below. Members from other local History Societies and schools are invited to join us for that evening.
2.

Secretary's Report

Peter Cole

Banbury Historical Society are inviting local Societies to provide details of their research findings.
Peter said that he had been very pleased with the attendance at both the Cartwright Archive
Exhibitions. All of his documents are now part of our History Society Archive.

3.

Leisure and Entertainment in Victorian and Edwardian Oxford.

Ms Liz Woolley

During the course of the 19th century there was a great movement of people away from villages into
much larger towns. The population of Oxford more than doubled in the first half of the century, and
almost doubled again during the second half. Most people had worked in agriculture from dawn to
dusk seven days a week, but the new jobs in urban cities in factories, shops and offices gave rise to
new opportunities for leisure and entertainment. The Bank holiday was introduced in 1871, the
weekend was defined in 1879, and early closing took effect from 1896. This non-working time and
better transport systems meant that people had more time for leisure. Allied to an increase in real
wages the working and middle class had regular leisure opportunities.
All these factors led to the development of a new philosophy “Rational Recreation” – the idea that
leisure time should be spent productively and in an improving manner. There was a concern that
working classes needed intellectual, moral & physical stimulation of the correct kind. In some circles it
also meant keeping them away from the pub. Enhanced use of leisure time was seen as an important
instrument for educating the working classes in middle class social values and norms.
Rational Recreation manifested itself in Oxford by the building of a number of venues and the
formation of organisations to provide suitable entertainment and leisure opportunity. In part this was
charitable but also commercial.
An early example of these, particularly in the sporting arena was Archibald McLaren’s Gymnasium
built in 1858, which specialised in physical exercise. It had a central area open to the roof with a
ventilating lantern, two storey wings, a fencing school, and a 60-foot Norwegian climbing pole.
Another was Oxford City Football Club, which was founded in 1882. They were Football Association
Amateur Cup winners in 1906, and two years later an Amateur International match was hosted
between England and Germany, attracting a crowd of over 4,000. Three Oxford City players were on
the England team which won 9-nil.The winter of 1894/5 was one of the coldest on record - in
February lots of people took advantage of the conditions to skate and play hockey on the frozen
River Cherwell. This eventually led to an ice skating rink being built on Botley Road. This was
followed by a roller skating rink on Cowley Road. Both only had a relatively short life however.

In 1864 Merton University bought 71 acres of land by the River Cherwell, and laid out University
Parks, open to the public. Several bathing places were established, and later Port Meadow became a
popular recreational area, with sailing when flooded and raised pathways for walking, in addition to
horse race meetings.
The firm of Salters Steamers, based at Folly Bridge, played a large part in the commercialisation of
leisure up and down the Thames, which really took off around 1870. They offered trips by passenger
steamer, and went into partnership with the GWR to do round trips e.g. to Abingdon. They also
provided rowing boats and punts for messing about on the river. This firm still exists to this day.
The Beesley family had made their living as watermen since at least the 17 th century. Abel Beesley,
harvested reeds and willow osiers, also making fish and eel traps. He was renowned for being the
champion punter of England - he once won a race sitting, rather than standing, in his punt, and using
a billiard cue as a pole. On another occasion he won a race against a steam launch which was
carrying five passengers. Over the course of a mile Beasley still managed to come in 110 yards
ahead in just over 4 minutes.
A complex of baths, racquet courts and billiard rooms was set up in Pembroke Street in 1852,
including baths for swimming & washing. These were very popular, since many Oxford families were
without proper washing facilities. At the opening ceremony of the baths disaster struck - an explosion
in a steam boiler killed the stoker and injured seven others. However they were rebuilt and reopened
the following year, and were very well supported. There were also Turkish baths.
Apart from physical activities, there were intellectual benefits. This was a period of increasing literacy,
with more office and shop jobs, people needed to be literate and numerate. So Oxford’s first public
library was opened in 1854. Initially it was only a reference library, but in 1857 a lending section was
added. Magazines and newspapers were provided by public subscription. Compulsory schooling was
brought in by 1870. A children’s reading room was added in the basement in 1899. Popular literacy
and a growing emphasis on self-improvement through education and the printed word were also
promoted by a variety of institutions including Temperance clubs, mechanics’ institutes, working
men’s clubs, co-operatives and other political organisations.
The Oxford Institute was a club for working men and boys established by the city and university in
1884, with premises on St Aldates, which offered facilities for both education and sport, with weekly
evening classes, lectures, bible classes, a debating society, a lending library, a reading room and a
gymnasium. Other places that provided similar facilities were Working Men’s Clubs, and the YMCA
promoted intellectual and physical recreation of the rational kind.
Temperance Clubs and hotels were of course more concerned with the ill effects of alcohol.
It was noted in 1868 that in Oxford 30% more money was spent on drink than on food. Temperance
buildings often had shops on the ground floor for rental income.
There always were a lot of pubs in Oxford, amounting to about one for every 100 inhabitants. They
were not just for drinking, but held boxing matches, and dog and cock fighting, all of which led to a
good deal of gambling. A few were associated with brothels or prostitution. By 1850 it was said that
no respectable urban Englishman would enter a public house.
In 1907 Frank Stewart took over the Empire Theatre in Cowley Road, and renamed it the East Oxford
Theatre and held variety shows there. Just opposite in 1911 Frank built the Oxford Picture Palace.
This is Oxford’s oldest surviving cinema, and celebrated its 100th birthday in 2011. Several other
cinemas were built in the next few years, the Electra Palace on Queen Street, and the North Oxford
Kinema, Walton Street, now the Phoenix Picturehouse, which will celebrate its centenary in 2013.
There was a New Theatre on George Street from 1886 until 1933.
Other attractions were Charles Peel’s Big Game Museum, displaying his collection of stuffed big
game hunting trophies.

St. Giles’ Fair highlighted Collins’ Helter Skelter, and at various times featured freak shows, boxers,
female wrestlers, and a flying trapeze. In 1905 Mr Taylor’s ‘Royal Electric Coliseum’ created a stir
when it brought with it a Parisian organ illuminated by 1,000 miniature coloured electric lights.
There was Day’s travelling Menagerie with over 500 wild animals including a pack of wolves.
St. Clements Fair was originally a hiring fair, but in the later 19 th century it became a localised
miniature of St Giles’s Fair, with a steam roundabout, amusement stalls and donkey-racing on the
Iffley Road. However, the popularity of traditional places of entertainment - the pub and St Giles’ Fair
- was undiminished, and the working people of Oxford continued to enjoy themselves in any number
of ways, some “rational” and others perhaps less so.

4.
Oct. 30th

Forthcoming meetings and events
A.G.M. and “From Gough to Google”, the development of printed maps of Oxfordshire
John Leighfield

Please let Peter or Rupert know if you would like to add any item to the AGM agenda.

